
One Click 2911 

Chapter 2911: Li Xuan is not afraid of pain or suffering 

"Yes!" 

"The little girl listens very well." 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou took a deep breath, leaned slightly, and made a listening gesture, which made the 

curve of her heart clearer. 

She was very serious, because she knew that this was because Su Lang trusted herself, so she told 

herself these things. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou was also very grateful for Su Lang's trust. 

Next. 

Su Lang began to slowly explain his reason, plan, and purpose for coming to Xuanyu Alliance. 

Among them, naturally include Jingyunzi, Xuan Xinyuan and others, as well as the truth of the three new 

forces. 

There are also two ways of detachment, the difference between the blank eternal page and the ordinary 

eternal page, and so on. 

Just as I told Fang Gan in the bamboo forest of Qingfeng Enlightenment. 

Su Lang informed Emperor Li Xuanzhou of the future of the dragon. 

When the truth is learned. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou was stunned. 

"Jing Yunzi, Xuan Xinyuan, and Mo Yazi, as well as Master Yu Jing with a wide range of contacts and 

unfathomable reputation and connections, are actually clones of the same person!" 

"How terrible that existence is, it has manipulated the establishment of the three new forces with one 

hand, keeping everyone in the entire endless universe in the dark!" 

"..." 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou's beautiful eyes widened his boss, his small mouth opened slightly, and his white 

teeth and mellow fragrant tongue were faintly visible. 

She was so shocked. 

Everything that Su Lang said completely subverted her view of the world and made her feel a deep 

horror! 

It's like an ordinary person thought he was on land, but suddenly he woke up and found himself in the 

dark and deep sea. 
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There are countless undercurrents and unknown fierce sea beasts waiting in the surrounding darkness, 

and they will be crushed to pieces at any time, and there will be no corpses! 

"Master Su Lang!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou took a deep breath, looked at Su Lang, his eyelashes trembled, "You know these 

truths, and you put them into action, you must be confident, right!?" 

"There is confidence." 

"But not sure." 

"I don't know how many years that one has existed. Almost all of them have entered his game through 

the layout of the great controversy." 

"Now even the holy demon cults of the three ancient powers are already unstable." 

"Therefore, it is impossible to prevent the development of the situation. It is the only way to crush the 

situation with real strength." 

"And I, I came to the Xuanyu Alliance to accumulate strength, and you were the first helper I found in 

the Xuanyu Alliance." 

Su Lang looked at Emperor Li Xuanzhou, whose panic and expectations were intertwined, and said 

lightly. 

"Master Su Lang!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou nodded heavily, "It is an honor for the little girl to do my part for Lord Su Lang!" 

at this time. 

She already knew that Su Lang's ultimate plan was to prove the way to detachment. 

As long as Su Lang succeeds in detaching himself. 

Without fear of the destruction of the endless universe, you can directly bless a large number of 

creatures with your own inner world. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou was naturally among the large number of creatures. 

Therefore, she has decided to help Su Lang without reservation. 

And this is actually her only choice, the only way to go! 

"You are the Nine Universe Eternal Grade powerhouse." 

"But it's just a new level. In a world of great controversy, there is more than the next." 

"In order to better display your value, I decided to train you and enhance your combat effectiveness." 

Su Lang said with a smile. 

He really didn't really appreciate the combat power of Jiu Zhou at the beginning of his level. 



After all, his current Baiying clone has reached this level. 

"Master Xie Sulang!" 

"If you can become stronger, no matter how difficult and painful the process is, the little girl will never 

say a word!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou bent over to Su Lang, his eyes full of excitement and determination. 

at this time. 

She also knew that Su Lang was not so simple on the surface. 

In her opinion. 

Dare to secretly reverse the layout of the deities of Jing Yunzi and others, those great abilities hidden in 

the deepest... 

Moreover, there is a certain degree of confidence and certainty. 

Then, Su Lang is absolutely at the same level as that one, so he dared to do this! 

There is such a strong person who is willing to give advice to improve herself, she is naturally 10,000 

willing! 

of course. 

In the heart of Emperor Li Xuanzhou, the quick method is often accompanied by intense pain. 

Therefore, she said that she is not afraid of pain or suffering. 

just....... 

Chapter 2912: Instill in Emperor Lixuanzhou 

"difficult?" 

"pain!?" 

"nonexistent!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised, and he hooked his fingers at Emperor Li Xuanzhou enough, "Come 

here a little, I promise you will be refreshed from the beginning to the end, and there will never be any 

pain." 

What pain can I have with the one-key empowerment function? 

Right! ! 

But Emperor Li Xuanzhou didn't know that Su Lang had these other methods. 

"Master Su Lang... are you..." 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou bit his lip, his expression was a bit strange, and a trace of timidity flashed in his 

eyes. 
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It is a quick way to improve. 

And the whole process is cool from beginning to end. 

Isn't that a secret technique of the type of two fellow practitioners! ? 

"you guessed wrong!" 

"That and other methods, although I have many, many...but they will only be used on my women." 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head, and immediately took a few shorts, and then beckoned, "You come 

here a little bit more, it's too far apart." 

"Yes......" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou moved forward in surprise and sat cross-legged in front of Su Lang. 

She was very curious, what exactly is the quick way Su Lang said! 

Why are they so close. 

at this time. 

Su Lang stretched out his right hand to her, then covered her forehead, and by the way, covered her 

eyes. 

It was dark in front of me. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou thought that Su Lang didn't want to let himself see everything next. 

then. 

Although she was a little panicked, she still suppressed all her senses, and everything around her 

became unknown. 

Suddenly. 

The heart rate in his chest increased suddenly. 

at this time! 

Emperor Li Xuan Zhou suddenly felt that countless exercises and profound meanings appeared in his 

mind out of thin air, and it seemed to have blended into the soul and body, forming an instinct! 

The key is that she is very familiar with these exercises! 

Because this is the exercise she herself has practiced! 

However, the profound meanings of these exercises that were suddenly integrated into one's body and 

soul were obviously more profound and mysterious than those that one had mastered to the founding 

level! 

then. 



Emperor Li Xuanzhou was stunned directly, with a dazed expression on the beautiful and pretty face, 

looking so stupid and cute. 

suddenly. 

Again, a large number of the profound meanings of the exercises appeared in her mind, blending into 

the soul and body. 

This is another technique that Emperor Li Xuan Zhou himself mastered. 

After the second exercise was instilled, another exercise came in! 

in fact. 

These exercises are all that Su Lang has just used Stealing Mystery Scrolls, stealing exercises fragments, 

and then repairing and repairing fragments, and the practice is complete! 

When telling the secrets of the true identities of Jingyunzi, Xuan Xinyuan and others. 

He successfully practiced three Li Xuanzhou emperor's techniques, all reaching the super-yi level! 

The super-escape level is naturally more profound than the founding level! 

at this time. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou also eased from the state of blank brain, and his slightly stagnant thoughts began 

to flow. 

"This is my practice!!" 

"Why Master Su Lang has control of these techniques of mine!?" 

"It stands to reason that these techniques of mine are all secrets that are not taught, and I am the only 

one who controls them!" 

"Among them, one of the exercises was created by myself!" 

"Could it be that Master Su Lang directly read my exercises and cultivated to a higher level in such a 

short period of time!!" 

"This, this, this method is too incredible!" 

"..." 

Thinking of this, Emperor Li Xuanzhou couldn't help but feel even more horrified, and he also raised a 

deeper respect for Su Lang! 

Su Lang can read her exercises directly, as well as her other thoughts! 

She suddenly understood why Su Lang would accept and shelter herself so simply. 

Among them, I am afraid that there is also the reason why she has never given birth to the slightest 

suspicion. 

If she has other ideas, then the ending must be another one! Maybe it will be miserable! 



now. 

Su Lang used such a powerful and mysterious method to instill the exercises on her and made her 

stronger. 

This move has a certain warning sign, but more, it means that she recognizes her! 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou thought in his heart, and he was surprised and relieved. 

She is proud of the choice she made. 

At this time. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou suddenly felt a large amount of profound meanings of exercises in his mind again. 

Chapter 2913: One-click empowerment, no cost 

This exercise is unfamiliar. 

It is also more advanced than those exercises she has mastered herself! 

After these exercises were successfully integrated into her body and soul, she truly felt that her strength 

was increasing rapidly! 

Time passed slowly. 

Su Lang kept instilling exercises in Emperor Li Xuanzhou. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou's combat power level is constantly improving, and the effect is very obvious. 

The point is that it costs almost no cost! 

Gradually. 

Su Lang instilled a whole number of ten exercises that he had mastered, suitable for Emperor Li 

Xuanzhou! 

Among them, there are many top-level secret techniques of the Nine Universes obtained by the 

synthesis of exercises. 

Driven by these dozens of exercises. 

Emperor Li Xuan Zhou's combat power is already very close to the intermediate level of the Nine 

Universes. 

Mainly, the gap in the small realm among the nine universes is really too big. 

In addition, Emperor Li Xuanzhou had a relatively weak foundation, which limited the power of the 

secret technique. 

So it did not reach the intermediate level of the Nine Universes. 

But as long as she piles up the number of Crystal Wall Universe. 

Then these exercises just obtained can exert greater value and enhance more combat power. 
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To increase the number of Crystal Wall Universes, one must use the origin of the universe and the core 

origin one by one. 

But at this point, Su Lang also has ways to speed up, but two. 

The first is Gongfa. 

That is, the super skills obtained from Fang Qian and gathered and merged have been instilled in 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou. 

The second is the pill. 

Su Lang holds a large number of eternal grade pill. 

There are many elixirs that speed up the perfection of the Crystal Wall Universe. 

And it has already been used on a large scale among the strong under his command. 

Regarding Emperor Li Xuanzhou, Su Lang would not be stingy with some medicinal pills. 

at this time. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou sat in front of Su Lang with a trance, as if he was half asleep and half awake. 

She does feel very dreamy now, everything is beautiful and not real! 

at this time. 

A refreshing breath suddenly appeared. 

"this is......" 

Divine light condensed in the eyes of Emperor Li Xuanzhou, staring at the pill in front of him. 

Su Lang sandwiched the pill with **** and urged it with great strength to make its medicinal effect 

exude some. 

It was these medicinal effects that made Emperor Li Xuanzhou sober a lot. 

at this time. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou has recognized the grade of the pill in front of him. This is a perfect quality Nine 

Eternal Emperor Pill! 

"This is the pill for you." 

Su Lang smiled and flicked his finger, the pill flew towards Emperor Li Xuanzhou's heart. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou didn't react for a while, and the pill fell to her heart, so she hurriedly raised her 

hands to cover it to prevent the pill from rolling down. 

Feeling the round pill between his hands, Emperor Li Xuanzhou's breathing was slightly short. 

Not to mention having eaten such a pill, it was the first time she had even seen it! 



At this time. 

"This is just one of the many elixirs I have given you." 

Su Lang's voice came again: "To do things for me, you have to get up as soon as possible." 

Talking. 

He waved his sleeve. 

A large number of Nine Universe Eternal Emperor Pills emerged, floating in front of Emperor Li 

Xuanzhou, spinning around. 

"hiss--!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou couldn't help but let out a cold breath. 

A pill has already made her extremely satisfied. 

This densely packed hundreds of thousands of pills directly shocked her soul, making her thinking 

stagnate again, unable to think! 

"Wake up." 

Su Lang used Jinghua Shuiyue to disturb Emperor Li Xuanzhou's senses, making him come back to his 

senses. 

"Master Su Lang..." 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou looked at Su Lang, not knowing how to express his gratitude. 

She is well aware that these opportunities will not be rewarded by herself. 

"Don't rush to eat the pill." 

"After you go back, first recommend some people you think can come." 

"I will first build a basic board in the Xuanyu Alliance, and then secretly and quickly expand my power." 

Su Lang ignored what Emperor Li Xuanzhou was thinking, and said lightly. 

"Yes!" 

"Master Su Lang!" 

"Subordinates are also considered some friends in the league." 

"They dare not offend Gong Xinghuo because of me, because Gong Xinghuo is too strong and they dare 

not speak up." 

"But with you now, they will definitely cling to them as if they have found the backbone!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou respectfully took the order, and when he leaned over to salute, the fragrance hit 

his face. 



Chapter 2914: Su Lang has gained a lot 

"Then go." 

"Don't worry about whether they have the rest of their minds. When it comes to my hands, they will 

have no two minds anymore." 

Su Lang smiled slightly and said, "Remember to be more concealed." 

"Yes!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou took the command again. 

"Ok." 

"Your cultivation base is still slightly lower." 

"This formation is given to you, just let it out when you are in danger." 

"Also, you can carry this little flying squirrel with you at any time. This is equivalent to my teleportation 

anchor." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, waved out a formation plate and a treasure hunting flying flying fly, and placed 

them in front of Emperor Li Xuanzhou. 

"Yes!" 

"The subordinates will fulfill their mission and will not let you down!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou closed the array and the treasure hunt flying flying gliders with great gratitude. 

"Go ahead." 

"I am waiting for you here." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, closed his eyes and stopped talking. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou got up to salute, retire, and lead people over... 

It didn't take long. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou brought a person over. 

"Master Su Lang!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou saluted with respect. 

"Junior Du Yanjun, see Master Su Lang!" 

The other person also salutes respectfully, this is also a female emperor of the Nine Eternal Realm. 

Of course, his appearance was top notch, but he was slightly worse than Emperor Zhili Xuanzhou, unable 

to give Su Lang a stunning feeling. 
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Because the two are also the eternal female emperors of the Nine Universes, the two have a good 

relationship. 

In addition, Gong Xinghuo is also a great threat to Du Yanjun. 

Therefore, as soon as Emperor Li Xuanzhou talked about the matter, Du Yanjun agreed to come over 

before finishing talking. 

"In that case." 

"Then Du Yanjun, you are my person." 

"Next, come over and get closer." 

Su Lang looked at the Nine Eternal Martial Artist in front of him, stretched out his hand and beckoned. 

...... 

Time passed slowly. 

In the Xuanyu Alliance. 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou brought many people, from Du Yanjun alone to seven or eight people later. 

But this kind of action is already relatively big. 

Therefore, Su Lang asked Du Yanjun and others to take over her task, secretly dispatched and brought 

people over. 

The Emperor Li Xuanzhou was ordered by Su Lang to concentrate on his cultivation. 

The training location was in the inner world of Su Lang, a clone of stars and clouds. 

Su Lang himself runs the Dao of Time, accelerating for Emperor Li Xuanzhou. 

Under normal circumstances. 

Not to mention ten thousand years, ten million, one hundred million years, for the Nine Universe 

Eternal Realm powerhouses, there may not be any effective results in cultivation. 

But now Emperor Li Xuanzhou is supported by Su Lang's pill, and has enough cosmic origin and core 

origin. 

In addition, he has mastered various methods of accelerating the perfection speed of the Crystal Wall 

Universe. 

The superposition of various factors made her cultivation speed soar. 

quickly. 

She has perfected a large number of crystal wall universes, and her combat power has continued to 

increase. 

Except for Emperor Li Xuanzhou. 



Du Yanjun and other latecomers were also taken into the body to practice by Su Lang when they were 

too concealed because of their actions. 

then. 

Su Lang's subordinates in Xuanyu Alliance are not only increasing, but also getting stronger! 

of course. 

Su Lang himself has gained a lot! 

Every eternal warrior who came to defect, Su Lang would learn the secret technique of his exercises. 

In addition to this, the elixir will be exchanged for various spiritual resources. 

Including but not limited to the origin of the universe, alchemy refining equipment and array materials... 

gradually. 

Su Lang discovered that the number of origins of his universe has been approaching the one trillion 

mark! 

It was at the time when Su Lang continued to expand his influence in the Xuanyu Alliance. 

Gong Xinghuo, one of the four deputy leaders of the Xuanyu Alliance, finally planned to attack Emperor 

Li Xuanzhou. 

at this time. 

He was outside the blessed land where Emperor Li Xuanzhou lived. 

"The one-month period has come!" 

"Girl Li Xuan, how are you thinking about it?" 

With a sneer on Gong Xinghuo's face, his voice passed directly through time and space, breaking into the 

heaven and the blessed land, echoing in the heaven and the earth. 

but. 

Just when he thought Emperor Li Xuanzhou would pale and helplessly show up, no one came out. 

"Oh?" 

"Still hesitating?" 

"Then I will give you ten breaths of time to consider. This is my last chance for you." 

Gong Xinghuo sneered even more, and then began to wait. 

however. 

Ten breaths passed in a blink of an eye... 

Chapter 2915: Gong Xinghuo's anger and shame 
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Still nothing happened. 

Gong Xinghuo's expression sank slightly, but he was confident that Emperor Li Xuanzhou would not be 

able to withstand the pressure. 

then. 

He didn't bother to speak again and kept waiting. 

but. 

This wait, but waited for a lonely. 

A whole quarter of an hour passed, let alone Emperor Li Xuanzhou, even a ghost shadow did not appear! 

"Not coming out yet!?" 

"Smelly girl, don't want to be from me, then I will let you try my tricks!" 

Gong Xinghuo's complexion gradually distorted, full of madness and cruel emotions. 

Such a face. 

It is completely different from when Su Lang first met him! 

Hiss! 

Gong Xinghuo stretched out his hand and waved, the whole heaven and earth shattered suddenly! 

however. 

Among the countless fragments of time and space, there is not a living thing, not even anything of value! 

"what!?" 

"not here!?" 

Gong Xinghuo's eyes widened suddenly, his teeth snapped, and he made a loud noise! 

at the same time. 

A sense of shame appeared in his heart. 

He stayed outside this cave for so long, sneered and threatened, and ended up singing a one-man show 

by himself! ? 

"Damn!!" 

"You should just break in right from the beginning!" 

Gong Xinghuo's complexion was extremely ugly, he looked around and found no one, only then heaved 

a sigh of relief. 

Soon. 

"Girl Li Xuan!" 



"You can't escape, I will definitely catch you, just play a cat and mouse game!" 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo's face again showed a cruel and playful look, and then took out a small bone lantern. 

There was a ray of breath floating in the lantern, like a flame burning. 

This is a tracking treasure he used to confirm the location of Emperor Li Xuan Zhou. 

For this treasure, he is very confident. 

"Appear!" 

"Let me see, where is my beauty!" 

Gong Xinghuo smiled and moved the lantern in his hand. 

then...... 

A breeze blew by, and the lantern didn't react at all. 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo was stunned in place, his complexion stiff, and then he suddenly changed and twisted, 

shouting in his mouth. 

——"Impossible!! This is impossible, how could there be no response! This is my strongest tracking 

method!!" 

He broke his head and never thought that Emperor Li Xuanzhou was in Su Lang's inner world. 

And Su Lang mastered the high-end tracking and anti-tracking secrets in the Nine Universes, such as 

Shang Jiuqu's "Tongyu Seeking God Technique". 

Not only that, but also take the essence of various secret techniques, merge them into one, and practice 

to the super-easy level! 

So, how can Gong Xinghuo be able to crack it! 

"Still no response!" 

"It's absolutely impossible!" 

"Li Xuan's stinky lady is just entering the level of Jiu Zhou, how can I block my tracking secret 

technique!?" 

"Either she is dead, or she has escaped from many large cosmic regions, or...there is a strong person 

protecting her!!" 

"Who would it be? Xuan Xinyuan won't care about this, Jing Kaiyu and Mu Yongge...I also said hello!" 

"Then, there is only one person most likely, and that is the eternal dragon, Emperor Aotian!" 

"Only the advanced level of the Nine Universes can block my tracking secret technique!" 



Gong Xinghuo's expression was extremely ugly, as if he had eaten flies. 

In his heart, there are countless anger writhing! 

Originally, he was uncomfortable with the coldness of'Ao Tian Zhou Emperor'. 

It was only because the other party came to join the league and it was not easy to offend, so he started 

acting with a smile on his face. 

But now, this ‘Aotian Eternal Emperor’ is very likely to intervene in his private affairs! 

This simply doesn't put him in the eye! 

"Damn it!" 

"I want to see, you Aotian has some strength!!" 

Gong Xinghuo took a deep breath, almost wishing to immediately kill Su Lang's incarnation of "Ao Tian" 

and let him know how powerful it is! 

but. 

His character is extreme and impermanent, but he is not stupid, otherwise he would not survive now. 

"I can't act rashly." 

"You still have to investigate carefully to see if Aotian is really intervening." 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo tried his best to suppress the anger and madness in his heart, and immediately took out 

the jade card of communication and ordered a thorough investigation of the movements of Emperor Li 

Xuanzhou. 

Chapter 2916: Are you qualified to say this 

As a powerhouse at the advanced level of Nine Universes. 

Gong Xinghuo's subordinates are naturally many, and a small hill has also been established in the 

Xuanyu Alliance. 

At his order. 

Many people moved and began to carefully investigate the previous whereabouts of Emperor Li 

Xuanzhou. 

Although Emperor Li Xuanzhou is more concealed. 

However, investigating from all directions can eventually point to Emperor Li Xuanzhou's current 

foothold, which is where the eternal dragon Aotian is! 

"Damn it, it's the eternal dragon!" 

"As soon as I joined the league, I dared to interfere in my affairs, and I simply looked down on me!" 
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"No, this breath must not be swallowed, otherwise the entire league will think I am afraid of him!" 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo's anger rose in his heart, and he was so angry that he was so angry! 

Soon. 

He immediately shuttled through time and space and rushed towards where Su Lang was! 

at the same time. 

In the cave where Su Lang incarnates. 

"Ha ha." 

"Come here." 

Su Lang looked at the vision panel that no one else could find in front of him, and a sneer was outlined 

at the corner of his mouth. 

Treasure hunting flying gliders this kind of thing. 

Now it has spread throughout the entire dangling universe. 

Anyway, these little guys have never been exposed to everyone in Xuanyu Alliance. 

No one would think of Su Lang's deity through these treasure hunt flying flying flying gliders. 

therefore. 

Su Lang feels confident and boldly uses it as a'monitoring', and observes the places he wants to monitor 

at any time. 

Since accepting Emperor Li Xuanzhou. 

He knew that one day he was willing to confront Gong Xinghuo, so he arranged a treasure hunting flying 

flying flying flying flying flying nearby not far from Emperor Li Xuanzhou's original cave. 

Gong Xinghuo appeared. 

It fell directly into Su Lang's field of vision. 

"Gong Xinghuo, come quickly." 

"It's just right, I have laid the foundation plate of my power now." 

"Next, it's time to become famous and attract more people to join." 

"Although this is a bit high-profile, but Li Xuan, Du Yanjun and others have pulled people too many 

times, and many people who are interested already know about it." 

"Furthermore, this is Gong Xinghuo's initiative to find something. I defeated it. It is passive and not 

active." 



"So, even if I have established a prestige and are surrounded by many people, I can't say anything if I 

can't say anything, maybe he won't care." 

"..." 

A slight smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and immediately disappeared from where he 

was. 

When he appeared again, he had already come to the outside world. 

Just then. 

A ripple of time and space exploded fiercely. 

A man with an extremely powerful aura emerged, it was Gong Xinghuo. 

Just appeared. 

He saw Su Lang and his expression suddenly sank! 

"Friend Gong Dao." 

Su Lang was expressionless and his tone was indifferent, "What's the point for you to come to me so 

aggressively?" 

"Humph!" 

"Aotian Emperor Eternal!" 

"Why don't you know why I came here!" 

"From the previous relationship, I won't be embarrassed with you, hand over Emperor Li Xuanzhou, I will 

turn around and leave!" 

Gong Xinghuo let out a cold snort, suppressing the anger in his heart, and said in a cold voice. 

"Haha!" 

"I know you are here for Emperor Li Xuanzhou." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he sneered, "But, you know that Emperor Li Xuan Zhou is 

here in Aotian, what else are you doing here?" 

This statement came out. 

That arrogant and arrogant aura suddenly emerged. 

"you!" 

"Emperor Aotian, you must know that there are people outside the world, and there are days outside 

the sky. Don't be too rampant!" 

Gong Xinghuo's pupils shrank, and his squinted eyes revealed a dangerous light. 

"There are people outside, and there are heaven outside the sky." 



"I know this sentence naturally, but do you think you are qualified to say it to me?" 

Su Lang smiled proudly, "Let's go, for the face of Xuanxinyuan, I will assume you have never been here." 

"Aotian Emperor Eternal!" 

"You really don't put me in your eyes!" 

Gong Xinghuo's eyes glared fiercely and furiously, "If this is the case, you dare to fight with me, let's 

divide the victory!" 

"Friend Gong Dao." 

Su Lang sneered, "Where did you have the courage to challenge me?" 

"Aotian Emperor Eternal!" 

"Strength is not spoken by the mouth!" 

Gong Xinghuo took a deep breath, suppressing the killing intent in his heart, "If you are really capable, 

then take my war post!" 

Chapter 2917: As for weapons, you don’t need it 

"Never mind." 

"It just happens that I haven't done it for a long time, so I will move my muscles and bones as an 

activity." 

Su Lang touched his chin, raised his head, "You decide the location, the time, and I will meet your 

challenge at any time!" 

"It's today!" 

Gong Xinghuo stared at Su Lang, "I must beat you to the floor!" 

"Where is it?" 

"You have to set a place with more people, right?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and said proudly, "Otherwise no one would applaud if I won, how boring!" 

"I have never seen you so arrogant!" 

"Since you are so confident, follow up!" 

Gong Xinghuo squeezed his fists with both hands, his killing intent spread out, and he turned and flew 

away. 

"Ah!" 

"You go and wait first." 

"I'll call more viewers here." 
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Su Lang chuckled lightly, looking disdainful to follow. 

‘Aotian you chopsticks! ! ’ 

Gong Xinghuo cursed wildly in his heart and flew forward without a word. 

He was afraid that he couldn't help it, he would do it on the spot! 

at the same time. 

"This thing has to work well." 

"It's time for the parties to come out and accuse Gong Xinghuo's evil deeds." 

Su Lang looked at the back of Gong Xinghuo leaving, and a sneer was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Immediately afterwards. 

He then released the Li Xuanzhou Emperor and others who were practicing in the world inside his body. 

In addition to Emperor Li Xuanzhou, many people have been threatened by Gong Xinghuo. 

"Master Su Lang!" 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou, Du Yanjun and others saluted Su Lang respectfully. 

They hugged Su Lang's thighs, received Su Lang's favor, and learned a lot of secrets from Su Lang, and 

they were all their own people that they could trust. 

"Go ahead." 

"Shake out what Gong Xinghuo has done, even if it is something that everyone knows, it must be 

publicized again and again." 

Su Lang nodded slightly and gave orders to everyone. 

"Yes!" 

Everyone saluted, and then went to work quickly. 

Most of them were people who were oppressed and threatened by Gong Xinghuo, and they had long 

hated Gong Xinghuo. At this time, they had to deal with Gong Xinghuo and they were naturally 

extremely enthusiastic. 

"Next." 

"We must prepare for Gong Xinghuo." 

Su Lang returned to Dongtianfudi and began to prepare his own fighting methods. 

He naturally doesn't use his usual trick, which is self-violence. 

Therefore, a new secret technique must be used. 

As for weapons...not needed! 



"Secret technique." 

"Just use the recently learned technique to deduce an offensive secret technique." 

"At that time, one move to control the enemy will highlight your own strength, and it is also very 

ornamental, which can greatly enhance your reputation." 

"..." 

Su Lang thought about it, and immediately began to deduct the secret technique of the exercises. 

The process is very simple. 

It is to lock a part of the exercises with divine mind, set a general direction, and then directly use the 

function of ‘source of exercises’ to deduct. 

quickly! 

Su Lang deduced an offensive magical secret technique called ‘Zhou Mai’s Fragmented Void Seal’. 

This magical power is naturally not comparable to'Po Yi Jian', but it is completely sufficient to deal with 

Gong Xinghuo. 

After all, with the combination of stars and clouds, even Su Lang, the top powerhouse of the Nine 

Universes, is not afraid! 

"With the efficiency of Li Xuan and the others, things should be fully spread." 

"It's also time for me to show up and step on the stepping stone of Gong Xinghuo." 

A light smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and his heart immediately moved, activated 

the star-cun-cloud function, and once again merged fifteen avatars! 

Suddenly. 

The combat power of his Xing Cuan Yun He clone has directly skyrocketed to the point where it is 

approaching the top level of the Nine Universes! 

"With this level of strength, coupled with the Zhoumai Fragmented Void Seal, it should be possible to 

get it done." 

"If you still can't figure it out, just merge a few avatars in the middle." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and then took out the treasure hunt flying flying fly, locked Gong Xinghuo's 

position, and went directly through time and space. 

In a natural universe with harsh environment. 

A large number of defensive arrays were arranged somewhere in the dead void, enclosing a vast void. 

Here. 

It is the battlefield dedicated to the Xuanyu Alliance to resolve internal private conflicts. 

at this time. 



Gong Xinghuo was already sitting cross-legged inside the formation, exuding icy killing intent. 

Chapter 2918: Okay, I'll be merciful 

Outside the formation. 

Each eternal warrior stood in the distance and watched. 

Among them, Jing Kaiyu and Mu Yongge two senior eternal powerhouses of the Nine Universes are 

impressively included! 

"Unexpectedly, I would be able to see the battle of Emperor Ao Tian Zhou so soon." 

"Yeah, this time I can explore the limit of his combat power, so I know it well." 

"Do you think this battle is Gong Xinghuo's victory, or the Aotian Zhou Emperor's victory?" 

"I don't know, neither of them is a fuel-efficient lamp. It is estimated that this battle will take a long time 

before the outcome will be determined." 

"..." 

Jing Kaiyu and Mu Yongge watched Gong Xinghuo and secretly communicated. 

The people around were also talking in secret. 

"Finally someone is going to clean up this Gong Xinghuo!" 

"Yes, this person relied on his cultivation base to be strong, and I don't know how much he did to rely on 

the strong to bully the weak. I was humiliated by him in public!" 

"Emperor Aotian is cold and domineering, and he must have hard skills. This battle will surely teach 

Gong Xinghuo!" 

"It's hard to tell, Gong Xinghuo is a long-famous senior-level powerhouse of the Nine Universes, but the 

Emperor Aotian is not well-known." 

"What do you know, the strong are low-key. In my opinion, Emperor Aotian will definitely defeat Gong 

Xinghuo!" 

"..." 

The crowd was quiet on the surface, and there was a lot of discussion in private. 

at this time. 

A wave of time and space came. 

Everyone looked at it immediately and found that the person here was the leader of the Xuanyu 

Alliance, hanging their hearts away! 

"I have seen the leader!" 

Everyone, including Jing Kaiyu and others, saluted. 
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"Everyone, free!" 

"Where's Taoist Aotian, haven't you arrived yet?" 

Xuan Xin looked around and asked. 

He had known about this dispute and war a long time ago, but he was just preparing to put on the air 

and finally appeared. 

But I didn't expect it. 

Su Lang hasn't come yet, even later than him! 

"This proud emperor, really as his name!" 

Xuan Xinyuan thought a little uncomfortable in his heart. 

At this time. 

A ripple of time and space swayed, revealing the figure of "Ao Tian" transformed by Su Lang. 

"Come on! Aotian Emperor Eternal!" 

"It's finally here, looking at this momentum, it's really extraordinary! 

"Yeah, just this vast and domineering aura is better than Gong Xinghuo!" 

"The victory or defeat does not depend on whose aura is strong, but on the real strength. Don't be too 

happy! 

"..." 

Among the onlookers, many of them looked slightly excited, and some of Gong Xinghuo's people were 

cold-eyed. 

"Aotian Taoist Fellow!" 

"I know the reason for this." 

Xuan Xinyuan bowed his hand to Su Lang, "You two will decide the outcome and clear up your 

grievances in a battle. You can finish it all, okay?" 

"Great." 

"I will be merciful." 

Su Lang's expression was faint, and he took a step forward and walked directly into the formation. 

"This guy!" 

"It's crazy!" 

"I don't know how it grew up to this point?" 

"Does he only meet someone weaker than himself every time?" 



Xuan Xinyuan's mouth twitched, slanderously in his heart. 

Jing Kaiyu and Mu Yongge also looked at each other. 

As for the party concerned, Su Lang has already entered the formation, so he doesn't bother to care 

about their thoughts. 

"Emperor Aotian, you are so arrogant!" 

Gong Xinghuo got up, and his cold eyes fell on Su Lang like a knife. 

"Without further ado." 

"Hurry up, I'll go back to practice after I finish hitting you." 

Su Lang hugged his arms and said with a cold expression. 

"Really arrogant!!" 

Gong Xinghuo gritted his teeth, "Today, I will let you know what it's like to be defeated!" 

He held both hands, and a white bony spear with a gray long banner emerged. This was a Nine Eternal 

Emperor Soldier! 

See this scene. 

The onlookers outside the formation knew that the war was about to start, and they all concentrated 

and held their breath, looking at the court with all their attention. 

"To deal with you, no weapons are needed!" 

Su Lang looked at the aggressive Gong Xinghuo, stretched out an index finger in his right hand, and 

shook it left and right. 

This statement came out. 

There was an uproar all around! 

"hiss--!!" 

A beautiful eternal empress took a cold breath and praised, "Master Aotian is really too domineering!" 

"Oh, this is just arrogance!" 

A big man with a sole face sneered, "It's also possible that he can't get his weapons!" 

Chapter 2919: The soft bug hits the iron plate 

"How can I not get it!" 

"The weapons of the Eternal Dragon Race have always been made of materials that have transformed 

themselves, and they have continued to grow with themselves!" 

"Senior Aotian's weapons are at least at the eternal level of the Nine Universes, maybe they are of the 

middle and upper levels of the Nine Universes!" 
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A loyal fan of Su Lang looked at the man with a face with disdain, and retorted with justification. 

"Humph!" 

The big man on the soles of his face was stagnant, and he coldly snorted, "The Emperor Aotian is so 

underestimated, he must suffer!" 

"..." 

The others also talked in private, and then looked into the field seriously again. 

"hateful!" 

"I see how long you can be crazy! Take the move!!" 

Gong Xinghuo moved his hands, and the long banner bone spear turned into a poisonous snake, 

suddenly killing Su Lang! 

Sneer! 

Wherever the spear passed, time and space shattered one after another! 

If it weren't for the dense formations here, it was a battlefield specially built for the eternal high-level 

powerhouses, I am afraid that even the white world rift would appear! 

Rumble! 

In the eyes of everyone. 

Gong Xinghuo had united his gun and man, violent shocking waves, and instantly killed Su Lang! 

It was as if the next moment, Su Lang would be pierced with a spear in his chest, killing him on the spot. 

But at this moment. 

"Zhou Mai Broken Void Seal!!" 

Su Lang calmly and unhurriedly, making seals with both hands, gently push forward! 

Suddenly! 

A powerful force burst out from Su Lang's body, forming a set of translucent marks, and severely 

suppressed Xiang Gong Xinghuo and the spear. 

"this is......" 

A ray of light flashed in Xuan Xinyuan's eyes, "Infinitely close to the high-level power of the Nine 

Universes!!" 

"Unexpectedly, Emperor Aotian could be so strong!" 

"This is almost at the pinnacle of the advanced level of the Nine Universes!" 

"He didn't know who created this handprint, it's terrible!" 



"Emperor Aotian, I really have the capital to look down upon the heroes!" 

"..." 

Jing Kaiyu and Mu Yongge also had a lot of thoughts flashing in their hearts in an instant! 

at the same time. 

Boom——! ! 

Gong Xinghuo's spear and Su Lang's handprints slammed together, making a terrifying explosion. 

The long banner bone spear was stretched directly into a bow shape, as if it were about to break! 

Where the two collided, countless twists and folds appeared in time and space, and then they shattered 

one after another! 

A horrible light of the white world flashed in the center of the impact, and disappeared immediately. 

But the surrounding formations have been broken by half! 

See this scene. 

Most of the onlookers felt a strong sense of palpitations! 

"This Aotian Eternal Emperor is really powerful!" 

Xuan Xinyuan's eyes lit up, and he threw a large array of discs between his waves. 

After the formation is unfolded, continue to maintain the void battlefield, so as not to tear the universe 

to form a rift in the universe. 

In the battlefield. 

"Damn it!" 

"He is so strong!" 

Gong Xinghuo retreated to the distance with a frantic expression, shocked in his heart. 

He used weapons and powerful offensive secret techniques. 

However, Su Lang took his powerful blow with only his hands! 

at this time. 

"It's my turn!" 

"Dragon Starburst·Eternal Pulse Fragmented Void Mark!!" 

Su Lang activated a mixed Dragon Clan explosive secret technique, and used it to exert a more powerful 

attack! 

Rumble! 



A mark seemed to set off a time and space tsunami, the torrent generally washed through the entire 

universe and slammed in front of Gong Xinghuo. 

"I won't lose!!" 

Gong Xinghuo's eyes were about to split, and he also launched a self-harming explosive secret 

technique! 

The gray long banners on the spear in his hand suddenly turned bloody, and Gong Xinghuo himself was 

covered in blue veins, and looked like a monster! 

Stabbed! 

The spear rips through the void, like a dragon entering the sea, to tear up Su Lang's cosmic veins and 

imaginary marks! 

but. 

With his shot, it was like a soft insect hitting the iron plate, and he couldn't shake Su Lang's handprint at 

all! 

Cang Dang! ! 

The long banner's bone spear flew fiercely, making an extremely stern sound! 

"Do not!!" 

Gong Xinghuo let out an angry roar, a large amount of blood mist burst out of his arms, twisting directly! 

However, Su Lang's Fragmented Void Seal of the Universe Vessels still has lingering prestige. 

boom! ! 

The mark is in the middle of Gong Xinghuo's body, like a board hitting a table tennis ball, directly fanning 

him hundreds of thousands of light-years away! ! 

His body kept shattering time and space in the middle of the journey. 

The crystal wall universe within its body was destroyed and annihilated, and the universe of life was 

even more shocked! 

Chapter 2920: Just ask if you accept it 

Gong Xinghuo was seriously injured! 

The blood spurts out of the seven orifices, and the anger in his eyes has already turned into horror! 

"Will you be killed while you are sick!!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, bullying himself up, and once again used the explosive secret 

technique to display the Eternal Vessel Fragmented Void Seal! 

boom! 

Another terrifying mark hit Gong Xinghuo's body severely. 
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Originally, Gong Xinghuo intended to desperately develop a self-harming secret technique, but he didn't 

even use the secret technique, so he was violently interrupted by Su Lang's move! 

boom! ! 

This time, Gong Xinghuo burst out a huge amount of blood mist all over his body, and countless crystal 

wall universes in his body were annihilated! 

The aura on his body is also like a candle in the wind, strong and weak, extremely unstable! 

"No, I won't lose!!" 

Gong Xinghuo roared in disbelief, he couldn't accept this fact at all! 

He mobilized his body strength like crazy, trying to get back the situation. 

However, no matter how hard he struggles, he can't fight back effectively! 

Under Su Lang's suppression, he could only be killed by a series of endings! ! 

"Ahhhhhhhhhhh!" 

Gong Xinghuo kept retreating and let out a roar of incompetence and rage. 

"Gong Xinghuo, just ask if you accept it!" 

Su Lang condescendingly overlooked Gong Xinghuo. 

From the beginning to the end, his hand is a trick called ‘Eternal Vessel Fragmented Void Seal’, and at 

most the explosive secret technique is added. 

"I'm not convinced!!" 

Gong Xinghuo let out a stern roar, stubbornly resisting Su Lang's attack! 

"Ha ha!" 

"I didn't use any other moves." 

Su Lang stopped, too lazy to continue the attack, "Forget it, I won't fight you, it's boring!" 

"You die for me!!" 

Gong Xinghuo got a chance to breathe, and he fought back brazenly, killing Su Lang with the spear in his 

hand! 

"stop!" 

"Friend Gong Xinghuo, the winner is already divided, there is no need to fight again!" 

Accompanied by the voice of Xuan Xinyuan, three powerful forces intervened in the battle and 

interfered with Gong Xinghuo's attack. 

It was Xuan Xinyuan, Jing Kaiyu, and Mu Yongge who did the work. 



at this time. 

All three knew that Gong Xinghuo was definitely not Su Lang's opponent. 

Gong Xinghuo had desperately tried his best, but'Ao Tian Zhou Emperor' was at ease and hardly exerted 

all his strength. 

The battle was even more to one side, and Gong Xinghuo didn't have the power to fight back! 

"Aotian Emperor Zhou!" 

"If it were a life-and-death struggle, I would have killed you a long time ago." 

Gong Xinghuo was disturbed by the three of them, and stopped attacking, and said with a loss of face. 

"Tsk tsk." 

Su Lang showed disdain, "It's good to comfort yourself with this kind of remarks, don't say it, it will make 

people laugh." 

"You wait for me!!" 

Gong Xing's eyes were about to split, his eyes were bloodshot, and his fists were about to collapse! 

Soon. 

He slammed into the ripples of time and space, like a bug burrowing into a crack in the ground. 

"Ugh!!" 

Xuan Xinyuan sighed, arched his hands at Su Lang, and immediately went after Gong Xinghuo. 

"Aotiandao friendly means!" 

"Since we are allies, we can get closer and closer in the future!" 

Jing Kaiyu arched his hand to Su Lang and said, "Gong Xinghuo's side is also considered a great power in 

the alliance. Let's persuade him and invite Aotian Taoist friends." 

"Massive Daoists!" 

Mu Yongge nodded with a smile. 

Immediately, the two concealed into the ripples of time and space together, and followed Xuan Xin far 

away. 

In this universe, only Su Lang and the rest of the onlookers were left. 

"Master Aotian is so strong!" 

"Yes, only one move from the beginning to the end defeated the long-famous Gong Xinghuo!" 

"Master Aotian is great, he taught Gong Xinghuo severely, and finally vomited out a breath of malice in 

my heart!" 



"Hahaha, Gong Xinghuo was defeated and fleeing, it was really pleasing!" 

"..." 

All the eternal warriors who looked forward to Su Lang's horse were excited, and there was no need to 

hide them, and they were talking excitedly. 

Those warriors who originally stood on Gong Xinghuo's side were all ugly, and they didn't say a word. 

They never expected it. 

Gong Xinghuo was defeated so quickly, so thoroughly! 

Its powerful image collapsed in their hearts. 

Soon. 

These people who support Gong Xinghuo. 

Part of them retreated quietly, and part of them stayed, brazenly joining the crowd supporting Su Lang. 

See here. 

Su Lang smiled in his heart, then stepped into the ripples of time and space and returned to the retreat! 

presumably. 

Soon there will be a large number of warriors coming to cling to it, and then it will be a big harvest 

again. 

————Human and spiritual resources, all you need! ! 

 


